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Research with Altair and PBS Professional
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NSCEE Success Story
“PBS Professional has simplified the administration of our compute clusters
immensely. What used to cause problems with our old workload management
software is now simple. In addition, Altair is an outstanding supplier and partner
-- their responsiveness and support have made a huge difference and really
differentiate them from our previous supplier.”
Ron Young,
Research support analyst at NSCEE

In addition, many NSCEE projects have

To overcome this problem, NSCEE works with

critical governmental and environmental

researchers to compare genomes of a group

significance, so timely and reliable

of Alzheimer's patients to a much larger group

The Solution: PBS Professional
for Simplified Cluster
Administration

performance is another key requirement

of normal patients. Researchers expect to

NSCEE initially utilized an alternative

for the NSCEE systems.

enhance the statistical power of previous

commercial scheduler as the job scheduling

analyses by including more than 10,000

system for their supercomputing environment,

“Some of the most significant and critical

additional patients (and thus genomic data

which includes a mix of Supermicro and

computational research is accomplished

sets) in the study – meaning a massive leap

Cray hardware with a 20Tb head node local

at NSCEE as a consequence of numerous

in the computational requirements.

disk. However, to ensure a reliable level

scientific studies being supported at our

of performance and user support, NSCEE

center,” says Joseph Lombardo, Executive

“Who among us doesn’t have someone in

made the decision to switch to Altair’s PBS

Director at NSCEE. “We provide the

their lives touched by Alzheimer’s, whether

Professional workload management software.

computing horsepower for groundbreaking

a friend, colleague or family member?”

research into society’s critical problems,

asks Lombardo. “To date, a study such as

“PBS Professional has simplified the

from global atmospheric modeling and fossil

this has not yet been performed on this

administration of our compute clusters

energy research to Alzheimer’s research. Our

scale. With our research we are hoping to

immensely,” says Ron Young, research

scientists depend on NSCEE’s facilities being

illuminate understanding of the genomic

support analyst at NSCEE. “What used

available at all times – they need to be able

roots of Alzheimer's Disease, so researchers

to cause problems with our old workload

to focus on their research, not worry about

have more tools at their disposal to identify

management software is now simple.

the underlying infrastructure.”

potential causes and treatments.”

In addition, Altair is an outstanding
supplier and partner -- their responsiveness

One initiative where NSCEE’s PBS Professional

With these critical projects relying on NSCEE

and support have made a huge difference

implementation has been used to increased

supercomputing power, the facility needs

and really differentiate them from our

computational value and efficiency is in the

reliable infrastructure software that’s easy

previous supplier. From initial installation

area of Alzheimer's research. Alzheimer's

to administer and support. “We needed

to a configured working system took just

Disease causes tremendous familial, social,

a workload management system from a

over one hour to complete. We plan to

and economic burdens to modern society.

vendor we could rely on to be there for us

move all our clusters to PBS Professional.”

Despite substantial progress in studying the

and work collaboratively with us. That's why

pathology, existing treatment approaches are

we chose Altair,” says Lombardo.

NSCEE’s initial PBS Professional installation

limited, and new therapeutic approaches are

took only around one hour, including

desperately needed.

software download.

Project Summary
The National Supercomputing Center for
Energy and the Environment switched
to PBS Professional to manage its
HPC environment. PBS Professional’s
simplified installation and configuration
were cited as key differentiators, along
with Altair’s first-rate support and
responsiveness as a trusted vendor.
Results include an improvement in time
to results for genome processing, with
simplified workload management and
powerful customization capabilities. The
Center plans to move all their clusters to
PBS Professional.

“Support has been outstanding -- the support
team has been very helpful and quickly
answers all our questions,” says Young.
“The flexibility of the PBS Professional

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

• N
 ot dependent on any specific
operating system
• C
 an be easily extended by adding
site-specific processing plugins/hooks

software coupled with the high-quality support

processing requirements. Young reports that,
“based on initial estimates, if we can develop a
scheduling Plugin that will allow us to minimize
runtime by scheduling certain shorter-running
subtasks around the longest-running subtask,

has made deployment very straightforward.

“This is a much lighter-weight solution that

We are able to configure things easily with

gives us more flexibility in configuring the

PBS Professional that were very difficult with

system,” says Young.

our previous software package.”

we will improve overall throughput.”
With the ease of implementation and
usage offered by PBS Professional, NSCEE

NSCEE is in the process of migrating all

scientists have been able to focus much

The Result: Maximized
Throughput, Reliable Support

cluster systems to PBS Professional, so that

more time on their research rather than on

anyone affiliated with the University is able to

system support issues.

NSCEE’s new workload management solution

use these more efficient machines. NSCEE

including PBS Professional has reduced

also plans to investigate additional PBS

“It was the right move to switch to PBS

overall runtimes for processing workload.

Works suite products such as PBS Analytics

Professional,” says Lombardo. “We needed

for system reporting and accounting.

an HPC supplier we could trust to be there for

According to Ron Young: "The new solution

us, and an HPC workload manager we could

with PBS Professional, in conjunction with

In addition, NSCEE plans to customize

trust to work. Altair and PBS Professional

our Rocks implementation and an improved

their implementation and reduce overall

are the solution we’ve been looking for. With

system with shared memory compute node,

throughput using PBS Professional’s flexible

this implementation NCSEE has optimized

reduced processing time by more than 50%."

Plugin framework -- for instance, fine-tuning

our already leading-edge computational

For example, Alzheimer’s project researchers

resource allocation and setting up execution

capabilities, solidifying our position as a

can process a genome in about 3 hours

hooks in order to better schedule the

research leader in the country and the world.”

instead of the 8+ hours it previously took.

subtasks in the genomic processing.

Furthermore, NSCEE credits PBS Professional

For example, an additional speed-up in

with improving system manageability and

processing time is expected when NSCEE

extensibility thanks to these key features:

implements a PBS Plugin for scheduling and

• Lightweight solution

breaks the each genome processing into

• Very easy to manage

multiple subtasks, which are independent
between different genomes and have varying

“From initial installation to a configured
working system took just over one hour
to complete. We plan to move all our
clusters to PBS Professional.”
Ron Young,
Research support analyst at NSCEE

About Altair
Altair empowers client innovation and decision-making through
technology

that

optimizes

the

analysis,

management

and

visualization of business and engineering information. Privately
held with more than 1,800 employees, Altair has offices throughout
North America, South America, Europe and Asia/Pacific. With a
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27-year-plus track record for high-end software and consulting
services for engineering, computing and enterprise analytics, Altair
consistently delivers a competitive advantage to customers in a
broad range of industries. Altair has more than 3,000 corporate
clients representing the automotive, aerospace, government and
defense, and consumer products verticals. Altair also has a growing
client presence in the electronics, architecture engineering and
construction, and energy markets.

About PBS Works
PBS Works™, Altair's suite of on-demand cloud computing technologies,
allows enterprises to maximize ROI on existing infrastructure assets.
PBS Works is the most widely implemented software environment for
managing grid, cloud, and cluster computing resources worldwide. The
suite’s flagship product, PBS Professional®, allows enterprises to easily
share distributed computing resources across geographic boundaries.
With additional tools for portal-based submission, analytics, and data
management, the PBS Works suite is a comprehensive solution for
optimizing HPC environments. Leveraging a revolutionary “pay-for-use”
unit-based business model, PBS Works delivers increased value and
flexibility over conventional software-licensing models.
www.pbsworks.com
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